HEH, HEH! MENACE, ANYONE? FINE! YOU'VE COME TO THE RIGHT CREEP-COURT, 'CAUSE THAT'S MY RACKET! AH, YOUR OLD CRYPT-KEEPER IS JUST FLOWING WITH FRIGHT TODAY. HOW ABOUT GOING FOR A RIDE? I'LL DRIVE YOU NUTS. READY? THEN WITHOUT FURTHER ADO, I'LL START OFF MY MORBIO MAG WITH AN IGNY ISLAND STORY OF A STARVING SAILOR AND A RAVENOUS RAT. I CALL THIS HIDEOUSLY HORRIBLE HUNK OF HISTORY... 

TELESCOPE

THE S.S. BRAMWELL WAS NO MATCH FOR THE VIOLENT SOUTH SEA TEMPEST. THE MIGHTY WIND HURLED HER UPON A REEF AND SHE FOUNDERA IN EIGHT FATHOMS OF BRINY BLUE. SOON, THE STORM WAS SPENT, THE SHIP GONE, AND THERE REMAINED BUT ONE HUMAN SURVIVOR... A SEAMAN... ERIC WALFORD. HE CLUNG DESPERATELY TO A FLOATING PLANK TILL IT REACHED THE SHALLOWS OFF A SMALL CORAL ISLE. THEN, HALF-CONSCIOUS, HE CRAWLED TO THE SANDY SHORE...
But Eric was not the only survivor. A rat, half-drowned and frightened, had clung to the other end of the same plank, and now it, too, struggled ashore.

The rat and the man were the only life on this desert isle. Not a tree... not a plant... not a blade of grass grew on this barren coral rock. It was five acres of nothing...

For a long time, Eric lay in the blistering sun, exhausted. Then, feeling a terrible thirst, he sought out and found a small puddle left by the storm in a shallow depression on top of a coral rock. He drank greedily...

When he had slacked his thirst, Eric looked up suddenly, sensing that he was being watched. He started, his throat choked with a rising gorge. The great grey ship's rat was watching him with its beady glittering eyes...

Eric backed away. The rat scurried forward to the tiny pool and drank. Eric's face went wry with disgust...

Ugh! There's water I'll never touch again!

He castaways... the man and the rat... kept some distance apart. And yet, they shared a common loneliness. Each found at least a little comfort in seeing the other near...

Thoroughly exhausted, both slept the night through. It wasn't until they awoke the following morning that they felt the first sharp pangs of hunger. Eric searched the entire beach...

Blast it! Not even a shrimp or a crab!
That day, hunger gnawed at the survivors' innards, and when night came again, Eric slept restlessly. Suddenly, he sat up with a start...

"Something's near me... watching me..."

In the bright moonlight that bathed the island, Eric saw the rat... ten feet away... staring at him... staring greedily. He shuddered...

"Get away from me, you flea-ridden vermin!"

The next morning, Eric saw his sole living companion glutting itself on dry seaweed that had been washed ashore. The seaman swallowed a mouthful. Then, he and the rat regurgitated the foul mess at the same time...

"Ooogh! I... choke... I could never keep that slime down."

Help! Help! For God's sake, get me off this cursed chunk of Hades!

The rat fled. Eric slept no more that night and his vigilance was never so. Several times the rat came close...

Eric's mouth and throat were drier than ever now. His lips were parched and cracked. His hunger pained him. It was late that same morning that several outrigger boats appeared offshore, manned by natives fishing with nets. Eric shouted hoarsely at them and waved his arms...
There was a sudden flurry of excitement among the native fisherman... much chattering and pointing at the lonely figure on the beach...

With fear in their eyes for "The Island Devil," they feverishly hauled in their nets...

...and paddled swiftly away, leaving Eric with nothing before him but the broad expanse of turquoise sea. Numb with disappointment, he sank to the sand...

I don't want to die! I... sob... I don't want to die!

Finally, his thirst compelling him, Eric crawled back to the coral rock to drink from the tiny pool, no longer caring that the rat had drunk there too...

Dry! Choke... the sun evaporated it!

Too weak to pursue his prey, Eric stood croaking after the rat as it crawled away...

You'll make a fine bellyful... a real feast!

That afternoon, a small sea gull soared overhead, dropping a fish from its beak. As the bird swooped to recover its prize, Eric flung a rock at it with all of his remaining strength...

I hit him! Food! Food at last!

Then, Eric slumped weakly to the hot white sand...
The biro lay dead near the water’s edge with its half-swallowed morsel. Eric suffered a pleasure-able agony as he inched toward his waiting meal.

But the other castaway saw this plump feathered prize and, driven by the nagging pains of hunger in its belly, the rat, too, crawled weakly toward the fallen gull...

Now Eric saw the rat, and the rat saw Eric. Each strained movement beneath that flesh-roasting sun was a torment for both creatures...the man, the rat...and Eric wept to see his grizzled rival move ahead of him...

GET AWAY, BLAST YOU! NO! NO...

The rat was there now, not taking the time to sniff or tear at its food, but gulping at the bird, swallowing it whole...

NO! OH, LORD...

And at the same time, Eric had closed the gap so that there was but a short yard between them. With enormous effort, Eric raised himself, then fell forward, trying to catch his enemy...

NOW...I’ve...got...you...

Finding strength in fear, the rat leaped aside, so that Eric’s fingers just brushed its short-haired dusky fur...

I...I...can’t...sob...can’t go on...
The famished seaman struggled to his knees, renewing his slow creeping pursuit. The rat backed away weakly...

Then you'll eat out my eyeballs and the flesh off my face! You'll eat slow so I'll last...

There was no time for the rat to swallow its still warm bird. Leaving tiny three-pronged marks in the wet sand, it backed slowly into the sea...

Well, it's not goin' to be me! It's goin' to be you!

The rat turned in the water, not giving up its prey, and started swimming from the island. Eric crawled into the water after it, swimming with limply churning arms...

Greedily holding its bulging mouthful, the rat lost breath... swallowed water through its nostrils... began to sink. The man reached out and saved the drowning rat...

...saved it for himself! Near mad with hunger, not waiting to return to shore with his strangled prize, the man stuffed the water-bloated rat into his mouth, tail first...

At that very moment, a sleek black fin cut its way through the blue, slicing swiftly and silently toward its floating human quarry...
The great hungry shark closed in with huge jaws agape, the double row of rip-saw teeth ready and eager to tear. It came up behind Eric.

A violent turbulence followed... a thrashing and a splashing of foamy brine. The native outriggers appeared then, brawny arms rhythmically thrusting paddles...

He struck the brute squarely...under the spine. There followed a furious thrashing as the others hooked their gaffs into the wounded killer shark and heaved it onboard and stood gawking...

They'd returned with their chief to worship the island god. Instead, they saw the vicious tiger of the sea. The powerful Polynesians grabbed up short, sharp gaffs. One native knelt, his spear poised...then let it fly...

They stuck out of its tooth-lined mouth was the unswallowed head of Eric Walford...and out of Eric's mouth, the head of the beady-eyed rat...and out of the rat's mouth, the bull's head...and out of the mouth of the bull protruded the head of the tiny fish...

Heh, heh! So none of them quite finished their meal, eh, kiddies? Well, learn a lesson from this little scream-story! Never bite off more than you can swallow! Somebody might get ahead of you, and now that the petrifying pace has been set, the vault-keeper awaits with his yelp-yarn...a nightmarish tale of maniacal murder. I'll dig you later with another grave tale of terror. Till then, let me leave you with this morbid thought. Don't count your chicks until they're hatched...

Beady-eyed Pat...

...out of the rat's mouth, the bull's head...and out of the mouth of the bull protruded the head of the tiny fish...
E.C. WENT TO SEA IN SEARCH OF ANOTHER NEW TREND...

AND WE CAME UP WITH...
SAGAS OF THE SEA, SHIPS, PLUNDER AND...

PIRACY

NOW YOU SEARCH FOR IT!

BUT IF YOU CAN'T FIND PIRACY AT YOUR LOCAL NEWSSTAND, YOU CAN SUBSCRIBE! JUST FILL OUT THE COUPON AND MAIL, TOGETHER WITH ONE HUNDRED PIECES OF CENT (THAT'S ONE BUCK, LAND-LUBBERS!), TO:

THE SEASICK EDITORS OF PIRACY
ROOM 106
225 LAFAYETTE STREET
N.Y.C. 12, N.Y.

OKAY, BILGE RATS! YOU SHANGHAIED ME! I ENCLOSE $1.00 FOR THE NEXT EIGHT ISSUES OF PIRACY!

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY ____________________________
STATE ____________________________ ZONE ________ NO ________
HERE'S A DELIGHTFUL SAMPLE OF ESCAPE LITERATURE CALLED...

The Substitute

For seven long years, Henri Duval had suffered the equatorial heat and the blazing sun and the tortured labors of the French penal colony... and all because he'd poisoned the husband of the woman he'd loved. For seven long years, he'd sweated and sweated at the impossible task of hacking clearings into that jungle island. An impossible task, for no sooner had a tract been cleared than the relentless tropical overgrowth closed in again like a green tide. But this was the punishment for murder and Henri was forced to undergo its rigors, left only to dream of cool Paris and cool wine and the cool lips of a woman. And then, one day, he discovered the herb...

SACRE DIEU! IT IS HELLEBORE!

Henri was an expert on poisons, and he knew hellebore... the herb with the root stock that yielded the poisonous glucoside, helleborin. He immediately recognized the plant and tore it from the spongy jungle floor, stuffing the short roots into his blouse...

Hey, you! Duval! Keep that machete going!

When the blazing equatorial sun had sunk into the western sky and the exhausted bedraggled prisoners had been marched back into the penal colony compound, Henri Duval had made his plans... They brag that no one has ever escaped from this island... Purgatory well, I...Henri Duval... will be the first!
Henri hid the hellebore roots in his crawling mattress, and the next day began to gather the things he needed. When the clearing crews were again marched out into the steaming jungle, he chose just the right size bamboo stalk.

Carefully he gathered just the right shape palm fronds, and when the guard wasn't looking, he hacked just the right amount of cork bark.

And... when the guard wasn't looking, he hacked just the right amount of cork bark.

These he hid in his shirt, and that evening successfully smuggled them into the compound. Late that night, when the other prisoners were asleep, Henri worked. With the knife he'd stolen from the mess hall, he carefully carved the chunk of cork bark into a smooth, round, teardrop shape.

Slitting the elongated end, he inserted the correctly shaped palm fronds, trimming them down.

Next, into the bulbous end of the cork teardrop, he inserted the needle he'd taken from a fellow prisoner's sewing kit.

And... voilà! Henri fashioned an accurate dart... a dart that would be poisoned.

... and blown through the hollow bamboo stalk he'd cut...
All that night, Henri practised with his blowgun until his aim was deadly.

Finally, he hid his murderous weapon, along with the hellebore roots, in his mattress... and lay down for the few hours of sleep left to him.

If all goes well, I will be in Paris next month!

The next day, Henri found two flat rocks and smuggled them back into the compound as he had done with the other things.

That night, he ground down the hellebore roots, carefully catching the juice that ran from the pulverized meat in a tin cup...

Then he dipped his dart-needle into the highly toxic poison.

And the next morning, as the governor of the penal colony strode across the compound's grounds on his daily constitutional, Henri took careful aim...

... and let fly his lethal missile...

Mon dieu!
By nightfall, the governor was dead.

...and a poor unfortunate prisoner, in whose mattress the blow-gun was found, was whipped to death—vainly protesting his innocence to the last.

Henri, along with two other prisoners, was luckily assigned the job of building the coffin in which the deceased governor's body would be kept until the arrival of the monthly boat from the continent.

The governor had been a famous French naval hero. Henri had planned it all. He'd known that the governor's body would be shipped back to France. He'd counted on it. This was Henri Duval's plot! This was the means for his escape.

Air holes? Why, Henri? The cursed chien is dead? Why does he need air holes in his coffin?

Then he slashed and hacked the face until it was unrecognizable.

The night before the monthly steamer's expected arrival, Henri stripped the body of its clothes and dressed it in his grimy prison uniform.
In the morning they would find the body and think that an enemy of Henri Duval's had attacked and murdered him during the night. Henri carried the disfigured corpse into the barracks and placed it quietly on his cot...

Then he took the food he'd stowed and the can of water and hurried back across the compound to the chapel...

...and climbed into the recently vacated coffin to wait...to wait for them to come and carry him to the waiting boat and eventual freedom...

The next morning footsteps approached, and suddenly Henri heard pounding and hammering...SACRE Diable! They are nailing me in!

At first Henri was terrorized...but then he calmed down as he realized...

...and climbed into the recently vacated coffin to wait...to wait for them to come and carry him to the waiting boat and eventual freedom...

...and up the gangplank of the supply ship...

Happily, Henri felt his coffin lifted and carried out of the chapel, across the compound, down to the penal colony's wharf...

At first Henri was terrorized...but then he calmed down as he realized...

...and climbed into the recently vacated coffin to wait...to wait for them to come and carry him to the waiting boat and eventual freedom...

Happily, Henri felt his coffin lifted and carried out of the chapel, across the compound, down to the penal colony's wharf...

...and up the gangplank of the supply ship...

 Henri felt his coffin lifted and carried out of the chapel, across the compound, down to the penal colony's wharf...
And that night, the humming ship's engine lulled Henri into a peaceful sleep. The next morning as the coffin was lifted abruptly and carried on deck... what now? And so, in compliance with Governor Milleux's last request... Henri's blood froze in his veins as he felt the coffin lifted to the ship's rail and slid forward... over it... We commit the coffin containing his body to the deep for burial at sea... Henri's scream was cut short as the coffin hit the tossing brine and water poured in through the air holes, filling his pine prison... filling his slobbering mouth... filling his gasping lungs... YAAAAAAAAA... GGLUGGXXW!
A SPECIAL EDITORIAL
THIS IS AN APPEAL FOR ACTION

THE PROBLEM: Comics are under fire -- hooters and crime comics in particular. Due to the efforts of various "do-gooders" and "do-gooder" groups, a large segment of the public is being led to believe that certain comic magazines cause juvenile delinquency, warp the minds of America's youth, and affect the development of the personalities of those who read them! Among these "do-gooders" are a psychiatrist who has made a lucrative career of attacking comic magazines, certain publishing companies who do not publish comics and who would benefit by their demise, many groups of adults who would like to blame their lack of ability as responsible parents on comic mags instead of on themselves, and various assorted headline hunters. These people are militant. They complain to local police officials, to local magazine retailers, to local wholesalers, and to their congressmen. They complain and complain and threaten and threaten. Eventually, everyone gets frightened! The newsdealer gets frightened. He removes the books from display. The wholesaler gets frightened. He refuses shipments. The congressmen get frightened. November is coming! They start an investigation. This wave of hysteria has seriously threatened the very existence of the whole comic magazine industry.

WE BELIEVE Your editors sincerely believe that the claim of these crusaders that comics are bad for children is nonsense. If we, in the slightest way, thought that horror comics, crime comics, or any other kind of comics were harmful to our readers, we would cease publishing them and direct our efforts toward something else.

And we're not alone in our belief. For example: Dr. David Abrahamsen, eminent criminologist, in his book, "Who Are the Guilty?" says, Comic books do not lead to crime, although they have been widely blamed for it. In my experience as a psychiatrist, I cannot remember having seen one boy or girl who has committed a crime, or who became neurotic or psychotic because he or she read comic books." A group led by Dr. Freda Kehn, Mental Health Chairman of the Ill. Congress of the P.T.A., decided that living room violence has a decided beneficial effect on young minds. "Dr. Robert H. Felix, director of the National Institute of Mental Health, said that horror comic books do not originate criminal behavior in children. In a way, the horror comics may do some good. Children may use fantasy, as stimulated by the "comics," as a means of working out natural feelings of aggressiveness.

We also believe that a large portion of our local readership of horror and crime comics is made up of adults. We believe that those who oppose comics are a small minority. Yet this minority is causing the hysteria. The voice of the majority -- you who buy comics, read them, enjoy them, and are not harmed by them -- has not been heard.

WHAT YOU MUST DO: Unless you act now, the pressure from this minority may force comics from the American scene. It is members of this minority who threaten the local retailers, who threaten the local wholesalers, who send letters to the Senate Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency (now investigating the comic industry).

IT IS TIME THAT THE MAJORITY'S VOICE BE HEARD!

If you agree that comics are harmless entertainment, write a letter or a postcard TODAY to:

The Senate Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency
United States Senate
Washington 25, D.C.

and in your own words, tell them so. Make it a nice, polite letter! In the case of you younger readers, it would be more effective if you could get your parents to write for you, or perhaps add a P.S. to your letter, as the Senate Subcommittee may not have much respect for the opinions of minors.

Of course, if you or your parents disagree with us, and believe that comics ARE bad, let your sentiments be known on that too! The important thing is that the Subcommittee hear from actual comic book readers and/or their parents, rather than from people who never read a comic magazine in their lives, but simply want to destroy them.

It is also important that your local newsdealer be encouraged to continue carrying, displaying, and selling all kinds of comics. Speak to him. Have him speak to his wholesaler.

Whenever you can, let your voice and the voices of your parents be raised in protest over the campaign against comics.

But first... right now please write that letter to the Senate Subcommittee.

Sincerely,
Your grateful editors
(for the whole I.C. Gang)
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From the place where he crouched on the metal ladder leading down into the open manhole, Ben Flint's eyes were exactly level with the surface of the street. Gripping the steel rails, Flint leaned forward to scan the paving crew hard at work nearby, spreading hot tar over the road bed. He'll be here in a minute, Flint thought to himself, his stomach muscles tightening with nervous expectation. As soon as the lousy rat rolls up I'm gonna let 'im have it right between the eyes!

Steam boiled up from the hot tar, while the workmen spread it swiftly... Flint's eyes narrowed to keep the top of the steep road in sight. A rumbling noise was heard off in the distance: Flint's right hand tightened spasmodically on the gun held at his side. That must be the steamroller coming down the hill, Flint mused, his pulse quickening. Soon as these guys get outa the way and the roller comes this way, Fletcher is a dead man!

At the top of the hill, now, the bulky metal monster came into view, its ponderous roller squashing flat the bubbling hot tar in its path. With gathering speed it moved down the hill, while the workers scrambled out of its path. Flint's gun-arm moved nervously across his face, to clear his vision, while he clung to the guard rail with his other hand... his eyes narrowed as he peered closely at the man perched on the seat of the steamroller. The red hair and the square-jawed face of the driver were fully in view... it was Fletcher, all right!

The huge steamroller was thirty yards from him... the street workers had moved out of sight, back to the boiling tar cauldron. Flint raised his head slightly, the gun slid upward so that its sight was trained squarely on the driver of the immense juggernaut. Flint slowly counted to three, then he squeezed the trigger.

There was no sound; the silencer had done its work. Thirty yards away the body of the driver slumped forward, the man's head sagging lifelessly on his shoulders. Flint started to descend back into the open manhole, his lips apart in a grimace of triumph. He heard, suddenly, the sound of sewer workers below... there were other men down there, coming closer! Men who might testify that he had been attempting to flee from the scene of a murder!

With a gasp of surprise, aware that his plan of escape had been thwarted, Flint leaped up the remaining steps and landed on the hot oozy street surface. Trying desperately to move his feet through the clinging tar, Flint turned and saw the enormous steamroller hurtling towards him.

He screamed just once, then the awful weight of the roller was crashing over his body... mashing him into a hideous blob of tortured, squirming, tar-covered flesh. His blood sprayed out like soup from a punctured can; Flint was shattered beyond recognition by the time the driverless roller had crashed into a stone wall at the bottom of the hill, and came to a stop amidst the mournful wail of steam escaping from the mangled boiler.
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I wandered about the lonely London streets tonight, chilled to the marrow of my bones by the dense, dank, choking fog... I was more tired than I'd ever been in my life, yet I feared sleep. I feared the dream! Somewhere in the vast, grey, misty shroud, Big Ben tolled midnight...

At last, too exhausted to stand... my eyes smarting... begging for rest... I returned to my bleak hotel room... un dressed, leaving my clothes where they fell...

...and sprawled upon the bed...

Sleep came at once... and then the dream... the dread dream I've had for the past three nights comes again... and I am powerless to stop it...

...and I am approaching our cottage... bags in hand. I am returning from London, my Austin parked off the road. It's all so clear. The sound is so clear. The sound of Cathy screaming...

Howard! Help me! Yaaaaaaaahhh.
I hear it so clearly... Cathy's terrified heart-rending scream. I'm running now... reaching out toward the door. I'm closer to it than I have been in the past two nights...

I'm coming, Cathy

But I can't reach it! I awaken with her name on my lips, my bedclothes drenched with cold sweat. I bury my face in my hands, sobbing aloud...

Cathy! What is it Cathy? Why am I dreaming this? What does it mean?

I try to drive the dream from my mind. I lie back and think of the cottage and that first day Cathy laid eyes upon it... standing silent and still on that bleak, wind-swept moor some eighty miles north of London...

Oh, Howard! It's just what I've always wanted!

It is quaint!

How I loved her, my Cathy! How I love her still! I remember the knocking on the cottage door... the groan of chair springs inside... the slow pad of boots on carpeted floor... the shabbily dressed man peering out... his staring eyes...

We saw the "For Sale" sign. May we look at the place? My name's Howard Leighton. This is my wife Cathy.

It was a cozy house, evidently neglected, but Cathy was enthralled with it...

It's charming, Howard... you just wait till I put my own little touches about!

I don't suppose there'll be any point trying to dissuade you, dear, so now the question is, can we afford it...

I remember his eyes boring into mine as we discussed price...

Seven hundred quid. The furniture goes with the house. Claude Grymes. I go with the house, too.

Oh, then you must be the caretaker. I'm not at all sure I can afford you, Grymes!

Only eight bob a week... for tobacco, mister. I sleep over the stable!

I don't know. That's little enough, Howard, and I won't have to be here alone when you go to London on business.
Even as my thoughts ramble on through these memories, darkness gives way to dawn, and so I rise, too worn and haggard to tend to the business that brought me to London...

The day passes too quickly and it is night once more. I am in bed again waiting... waiting for sleep to come and that awful awful dream...

Perhaps if I start thinking of those first days with Cathy in the cottage, I won't have to suffer that horridous nightmare again...

Awakeness gives way to sleep. Memory drifts into dream... that horrible dream again. I hear her screaming... Cathy's screaming from the cottage. I'm there again... racing toward the door... closer now... closer... yet never seem to be able to reach it...

Cathy did do wonders with the place, fixing it up. Her hands worked magic with the decorating... the flower garden. Then, one day, the letter came...

It's a great opportunity, dear... but I'll hate leaving you alone.

Grimes here will look after me, Howard. Besides, London is only three hours away...

Cathy looked so beautiful, so happy, as she waved goodbye from the garden. I felt I loved her more and more with each passing day...

The scream echoes over the grim grey moor. I agonized... unending. My poor, terrified screaming Cathy. Lord, how I love her. With superhuman effort, I hurl myself against the door... twist the knob... heave my weight against it...

For an interminable moment, I am tortured... frustrated... unable to bring my dream-vision beyond that point. Time and motion are suspended. I'm between wakefulness and sleep. I must know! I fling wide the door... and behold a sight more horrible than I've ever, in my wildest nightmares, imagined...

No... no... no! Let her alone!
The scream fades. The dream vanishes. I am awake, sitting bolt-upright, clawing at my face, trying to force the finish into my mind...

But my hand falls away. I slump back onto the bed. I reach for my cigarettes in the darkness... Light one... Drag deeply...

Suddenly I know what I must do. The dream is an omen... A warning. I leap from bed, fumble for the lamp switch...

Cathy is in danger! I must go to her...

Reflecting...

No! It's foolish! It's only a stupid dream! Cathy is in no danger. I know it! I know it!

The scream fades, the dream vanishes. I am awake, sitting bolt-upright, clawing at my face, trying to force the finish into my mind.

I lie there until the cigarette burns down and I crush it out. I am determined to stay awake but my eyes are unbearably heavy. Sleep reaches out and smothers me in its velvet grip. The scream erupts to greet me...

What was it? Oh, Lord! What did I see? What was happening to Cathy?

I'm inside the cottage now... Rushing forward... Cathy on her knees... Her face distorted with fright... Her eyes glazed in terror... Pleading with me to save her... And Grymes, his claws in her hair, that maniacal look in his eyes, is standing over her, an ax poised...

Get away from her! Howard, help me...

He sees me then, and lets Cathy go. I dive at him, grabbing for the ax...

But his madman's strength sends me spinning across the room...

Then he comes at me, the ax held high, high...
Again Cathy screams... but this time her terror is for me...

EEEEEEAAHHH...

There is a splitting explosive light. I am awake, a ringing in my ears. I sit up in my sweat-drenched bed, shivering...

Cathy! That fiend was trying to kill Cathy! And then he turned on me! Did he? Did he...?

I lie back, staring at the ceiling. Oblivion creeps in once more... blackness... and the dream. I must find out... I must know the meaning of this awful dream. The wild kaleidoscope begins... the scream... racing to the cottage door... flinging it wide...

Cathy on her knees... brymes with the ax... burning eyes... saliva dripping from his lips... coming at me...

The scream fades. Light creeps in. I see a coffin... Cathy sitting on the floor beside it... sobbing... sobbing. I can hear her sobbing and I am there, trying to peer into the coffin... trying to see... trying to see who's in it...

Sob... sob...
And Howard Leighton is in the coffin.

Cathy... Choke... You!!

I stagger toward her with faltering, jerky steps. Her face is taut with terror. Her husband... Cathy's Howard... lies dead... and I know...

I know that I have dreamed a maniac's dream. I know that I am Claude Grymes. And as the screaming begins again and I hold Cathy's hair in my strong clawing hand, my ax poised, I know... oh, Lord... that I can't stop myself... that I've come back to the cottage to murder Cathy Leighton just as I murdered her husband...

The shadows of dawn descend silently from the grey sky. Meet near the dank, black bog by rising whisks of mist. The fog floats low and writhing about the cottage as I quit the car and rush in. Cathy is there... and just as in my dream... she sits beside a coffin... sobbing... Huh?!

Cathy... Keep away! Keep away from me!

You see, kiddies, Howard Leighton couldn't have been in London... because Claude Grymes had already given him the business! Claude, idiot that he was... just thought he was Howard! Wishing thinking, you might say. The minute Claude saw Cathy, he went out of his mind over her. Well, O.K. awaits with her pew-pot to drive you out of your mind with another of her reekin' recipes, so I'll say "bye" for this issue of my morbid muck-mag.
HEE, HEE! HI, HORROR Hooligans! This is your shiver chef ready with another mess of moldy morbidity from my cruddy cauldron. If you'll just glide in on the gook, into the haunt of fear... the old witch... your hostess in heaping helpings of foul fare... will wind up C.K.'s muck mag in my usual gory-telling manner with a delightful dish of delirium delvings called...

The Switch

The cold morning light pressed up against the pine-paneled den's arched windows, refused entrance by the heavily lined expensive damask drapes. Within, Hudson deep in a heavy leather chair that his aged body hardly warmed, wealthy Carlton Webster slowly stirred himself. His wrinkled face creased even more with a preposterous smile and his lymphatic blue eyes held some distant dream as he reached for the bell cord beside the ornate fireplace...

Before long, a sleepy-eyed butler shuffled into the den...

You rang... why, Mr. Webster! Have you seen here all night? If you'll get the flu, sir! Fulton! I'm in love!
Fulton’s eyes opened wide at this startling news, and he lit a desk-lamp in order to see his employer’s face. Perhaps it was some kind of joke...

May I, sir? May I bring you some brandy, sir?

Has I knew you’d think I’ve gone mad, Fulton but it’s true! I am in love! madly in love! she’s young, beautiful.

Young, sir? Forgive me if I speak out sir, but are you sure she’s interested in you?

Or my money you mean? Linda has no idea that I’m wealthy, Fulton, and I’m not going to tell her.

That night Carlton Webster took an inexpensive bouquet to Linda Stewart’s neat flat. Her beautiful face beamed gratefully.

They’re lovely, Carlton.

Not half so lovely as you, Linda?

Marry me, Linda? I haven’t much money, but we could be happy. I’d make you happy.

Carlton? I can’t...

Linda invited Carlton to share the sofa with her. He looked lovingly into her green eyes, studied her scarlet lips longed to kiss them. He held her warm hand and, without intending to, blurted out...

Linda invited Carlton to share the sofa with her. He looked lovingly into her green eyes. He held her scarlet lips. Longed to kiss them. He held her warm hand and, without intending to, blurted out...

Whynot, Linda? Whyn’t you marry me? I love you. Couldn’t you love me in time?

You’re you’re not what I’m looking for, Carlton.

What are you looking for, Linda? Why can’t I be what you’re looking for?

I...I...It’s your face, Carlton. So old...so withered...so wrinkled...
EVERYTHING will WORK out in time, LINDA, DEAR.

YOU'LL see... YOU'LL GET what you want!

The next day, Carlton stopped in at his high-priced physician's office...

There are shots I could give you, Mr. Webster. But at your advanced age...

You've got it wrong, Doctor. It's my face I want fixed up. I WANT YOUTH, Doctor!

With some difficulty, Carlton located the curious Stone House of Dr. Hans Faulkner. A thick-set nervous little man with prism-lensed glasses opened the heavy door and peered out.

WEBSTER? THE NAME means nothing. Who sent you? What do you want?

I need your services, Doctor. I can afford whatever price you ask.

The imagination that had earned Carlton Webster a million dollars had not deserted him after all those years. As he rode his chauffeur-driven Cadillac back to his palatial estate, he puffed thoughtfully on a dollar cigar and saw visions in its luxuriant blue smoke.

SOMETHING can be done. They do wonders with plastic surgery these days. I'll have a talk with Doctor Hurley in the morning.

The millionaire explained his predicament in detail.

Dr. Hurley sat with his fingertips touching and assumed his gravest professional expression...

There's a certain Dr. Faulkner... Blast it, Hurley, don't start making speeches. Give me his address...

I've performed the operation before, Herr Webster... In Germany, in this country, nobody will believe I'm a quack, they say. It would cost you two hundred thousand dollars, at least!

The hint of wealth seemed to satisfy the strange physician. He led his visitor into an untidy, not to say unsterile cellar laboratory. He listened to Carlton's request...
THE ASTRONOMICAL FIGURE STAGGERED CARLTON. HE SAT MORPHEUS THE BROW AS DOCTOR FAULKNER EXPLAINED.

"TAKE ONLY FIFTY-THOUSAND FOR THE OPERATION, MR. WEBSTER. THE OTHER ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY THOUSAND IS WHAT IT WILL COST FOR THE YOUNG MAN!"

"YOUNG MAN? WHAT YOUNG MAN?"

"YOU WANT A COMPLETE NEW FACE, YOU'LL HAVE TO GET IT FROM A NANOSOME YOUNG MAN, MR. WEBSTER. NOW, THE YOUNG MAN I HAVE IN MIND WILL DO ANYTHING FOR MONEY... A LOT OF MONEY!"

"THAT NIGHT, CARLTON VISITED LINDA ONCE MORE... THEN CAME AWAY ASSURED THAT SHE WAS WELL WORTH THE FABULOUS EXPENDITURE. THEN, HE VISITED THE YOUNG MAN... DR. FAULKNER HAD RECOMMENDED..."

"OR, FAULKNER SAID YOU'D DO ANYTHING FOR MONEY, MR. WEBSTON! HE OUGHT TO KNOW! I DO PLENTY FOR HIM! WHAT'S THE DEAL?"

GEORGE BOOTH, THE YOUNG MAN, SAT IN SILENCE FOR A FULL MINUTE AFTER THE OLD MAN HAD GIVEN HIM THE DETAILS...

"A HUNDRED AND FIFTY GRAND! AND ALL I HAVE TO DO IS GIVE UP THIS MUSH OF MINE? WHAT'S IT GOTTEN ME ANYWAY? I'VE ALWAYS HAD TO SCRATCH FOR A BUCK! OKAY, WEBSTER, IT'S A DEAL!"

"SPLENDID! SPLENDID!

HERE YOU ARE, GENTLEMEN! YOUR MONEY... IN ADVANCE!"

"WHAT ABOUT MY BRAIN, DOC? I DON'T WANT THAT, DO I?"

"NO! YOU KEEP YOUR BRAIN, GEORGE. I ONLY SWITCH THE SKULL BONE AND FLESH COVERING..."

THE NEXT DAY, THE OLD MILLIONAIRE AND THE YOUNG MAN WENT TO DOCTOR FAULKNER'S CELLAR LABORATORY. EVERYTHING WAS IN READINESS... TWO OPERATING TABLES... MUCH MEDICAL EQUIPMENT... AND THE NECESSARY CERTIFIED CHECKS..."

"HERE YOU ARE, GENTLEMEN! YOUR MONEY... IN ADVANCE!"

"WHAT ABOUT MY BRAIN, DOC? I DON'T WANT THAT, DO I?"

"NO! YOU KEEP YOUR BRAIN, GEORGE. I ONLY SWITCH THE SKULL BONE AND FLESH COVERING..."

TWO WEEKS LATER, DR. FAULKNER UNVEILED CARLTON WEBSTER'S NEW FACE...

"THE OPERATION IS A COMPLETE SUCCESS! HERE! LOOK..."

"WONDERFUL! YOU'RE A GENIUS, DOCTOR! WAIT TILL LINDA SEES ME NOW!

DR. FAULKNER SMILED EVILLY..."

"OH, BY THE WAY! I TOLD GEORGE BOOTH TO LET ME KNOW IF HE MOVES. WE SHOULD HAVE HIS NEW ADDRESS IN CASE WE... ER... MIGHT NEED HIM AGAIN... EHP?"
Soon, Carlton rushed to Linda's apartment.

Is it really you, Carlton? I just can't believe it. But how could you afford such an expensive plastic surgery job?

The doctor is a friend, Linda. Now will you marry me?

Linda!

...I can't, Carlton. You're still not what I want! I...I...it's your book, Carlton. So be it. So decrepit and old and soft. Forgive me for saying so, but...it would disgust me!

Carlton turned to go... frustrated...

I'm sorry, Carlton! You'll get what you want, Linda! You'll see!

And so, again, Carlton Webster went to see Dr. Faulkner...

Of course I can give you a new torso, Mr. Webster. But it will cost you six hundred thousand dollars!

What! You're mad! Even I can't afford that!

You can't expect George Booth to give up his body for less than half a million, Mr. Webster.

All right! Call him! See if he'll do it!

And so, again the cellar laboratory was readied. Carlton was there with two certified checks.

And so, again the operation was a success. After a month of convalescence...

These two operations will have wiped out most of my fortune, gentlemen, but it's worth it! Here you are...

Ready, George? Let's set it over with Doc. I got plans for this dough!

Watch my stomach muscles ripple, Doctor. I'm solid as a rock now. Linda can't refuse me...

Jah, Mr. Webster. But if you need me... or George... we'll be waiting!
That afternoon, Carlton took Linda to the beach to show off his strong muscular body...

Linda leaned towards Carlton, her moist lips inviting...

You look fine to me, Carlton, darling...

Linda shuddered as Carlton held her...

No, Carlton! Please don't! You're not what I want...

Linda: Don't you're not what I want...

Linda: You're not what I want...

How is it possible to get in such wonderful shape in such a short time? That doctor friend of yours?

No, Carlton! No! I can't! I won't! It's... It's... Just look at those scrappy arms... an old man's arms... and your legs... spindly... knotty... full of varicose veins.

Carlton's handsome face drew taut, his thick brawny chest heaved with angry breathing...

Carlton looked at Linda in all her beauty and he longed for her; his youthful body surging with desire... and so... later...

Arms and legs, eh, Mr. Webster? George will want two hundred thousand...

It's every cent I have left! I'll be bankrupt!

But... for Linda... it's worth it...

Linda shuddered as Carlton held her...

Carlton stood up, studying his slender arms with their sagging skin... his veined old man's legs...

You'll get what you want, Linda! I promise...

I hope so, Carlton! I hope so...

Carlton's handsome face drew taut, his thick brawny chest heaved with angry breathing...

What do you want in a man, Linda? Will nothing satisfy you?

I know what I want, Carlton. I know! You're... you're just not it!

But... for Linda... it's worth it...

Linda shuddered as Carlton held her...

Carlton stood up, studying his slender arms with their sagging skin... his veined old man's legs...

You'll get what you want, Linda! I promise...

I hope so, Carlton! I hope so...
Recovery was quicker this time—two weeks. As Carlton dressed to leave the sanitarium that final day, he smiled sadly.

"I'm a poor man—now, Dr. Faulkner! Poor, yes—but perfect! Such arms... such legs... such a body. You are an Adonis now.

Morko: Uptown. Linda! Here's her new address!

Carlton rushed uptown. Linda's new apartment house was one of those luxuriant new ones. He hammered on her penthouse door.

"Look, Linda! I'm a completely new man! I'm the way you wanted me! You've got to marry me now!"

Linda laughed...

"I never wanted you, Carlton. Either you're young or old, but I couldn't tell you the truth! And I can't marry you! I am married."

The old man doddered into the swank living room. With Carlton's arms and Carlton's legs and Carlton's head and Carlton's body.

"That's what I wanted, Carlton! A millionaire to marry! I tried to discourage you because I knew you were poor! Last week I found my millionaire! This is George Booth, my husband.

Good Lord!

Hee, hee! Now there's a switch! Eh, Kiddies! A complete switch! Linda ended up marrying everything Carlton had in the very beginning. He could've saved himself the trouble. Oh, well! That's what happens when you go to pieces over a dame. We'll all see you next in the vault of horror with more blood-curdling tidbits! till then, this is the old witch, reminding you to save your boodles for a rainy day. It's easier to dig in mud. Oh!"
CAR BURNING OIL?

Engineer's Discovery Stops it Quick

Without A Cent For Mechanical Repairs!

If your car is using too much oil— if it is sluggish, hard to start, slow on pickup, lacks pep and power—you are paying good money for oil that's burning up in your engine instead of providing lubrication. Why? Because your engine is leaking. Friction has worn a gap between pistons and cylinder wall. Oil is pumping up into the combustion chamber, fouling your motor with carbon. Gas is escaping down through this gap, going to waste.

SAVE $50 TO $150 REPAIR BILL

Before you spend $50 to $150 for an engine overhaul, read how you can fix that leaky engine yourself in just a few minutes without buying a single new part. Without even taking your engine down — it's almost as easy as squeezing toothpaste or shaving cream out of a tube, thanks to the discovery of a new metal substitute called Power-Seal. This revolutionary new compound combines the lubricating qualities of Moly, the "greasy" wonder metal, with the leak-sealing properties of Vermiculite, the mineral product whose particles expand under heat. (Up to 35 times original size.)

Just squeeze Power-Seal out of the tube into your motor's cylinders through the spark plug openings. It will spread over pistons, piston rings and cylinder walls as your engine runs and it will PLATE EVERY SURFACE WITH A SHINY, METALLIC LUSTRE. You can come off! No amount of pressure can scrape it off. No amount of heat can break it down. It fills the cracks, scratches and scorchings caused by engine wear. It closes the gap between worn piston rings and cylinders with an automatic self-expanding seal that stops oil pumping. Stops gas blow-by and restores compression. No more piston scraping, no more engine knocks. You get more power, speed, mileage.

This genuine plating is self-lubricating too for Moly, the "greasy" metal lubricant, reduces friction as nothing else can, it is the only lubricant indestructible enough to be used in U. S. atomic energy plants and jet engines. It never drains down, never leaves your engine dry. Even after your car has been standing for weeks, even in coldest weather, you can start it in a flash because the lubrication is in the metal itself. That's why you'll need amazing little oil. You'll get hundreds even thousands of miles per quart.

TRY IT FREE!

You don't risk a penny. Prove to yourself that Power-Seal will make your car run like new. Put it in your engine on 30 days Free Trial. If you are not getting better performance out of your car than you thought possible—if you have not stopped oil burning and have not increased gas mileage—return the empty tube you get your money back in full.

Power-Seal is absolutely harmless, it cannot hurt the finest car in any way. It can only preserve and protect your motor.

RUDSON AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIES
Dept.E9 400 Madison Ave, N.Y. 17, N.Y.
GENUINE NATURAL GOLD COLORI

Each one backed by Thoresen's famous guarantee!

We challenge you to name less than three manufacturers who offer a guarantee on their products. Thoresen's guarantees are a lifetime warranty against defects in materials and workmanship. If you are not completely satisfied, you may return the product within 30 days for a full refund.

Directly imported from the manufacturer, Thoresen's watches are guaranteed never to tarnish or change color due to magnetic fields. They come in a variety of styles, including traditional and modern designs.

Send no money! Hassle-free, risk-free, no obligation. Just fill out the coupon and mail it to Thoresen's Watch Division, 352 Fourth Ave., N.Y. 10, N.Y. today.

THORESEN'S Watch Division, 352 Fourth Ave., N.Y. 10, N.Y.

Unlimited Guarantee
Excluded Parts

THE SKELETON

THE BURGUNDY

THE GLOVE

THE QUARTZ

THE DRAPEABLE

THE OMBREE

THE BIRTHWORTH

A completely finished, lifelike reproduction! A totally magnetic-free watch, perfect for those who value accuracy and precision. A unique design with a modern twist.

RUGGED, QUALITY CONSTRUCTION GIVES YOU ENDURING SERVICE!

Please don't be confused by the THIS seemingly low price of these watches. The watch is made of genuine materials and is finished with a quality polished finish. The watch is guaranteed to last a lifetime and is backed by a lifetime warranty against defects in materials and workmanship. If you are not completely satisfied, you may return the product within 30 days for a full refund.
The Insult That Turned a "CHUMP" into a CHAMP

I Can Make YOU a New Man, Too
in Only 15 Minutes a Day!

HAVE YOU ever felt like Joe—absolutely fed up with having bigger buster fellows “push you around” if you have, then give me just 15 minutes a day! I’LL PROVE you can have a body you’ll be proud of, packed with red-blooded vitality!

"Dynamic Tension" That’s the secret! That’s how I changed myself from a skinny, 97-pound weakling to winner of the title "World’s Most Perfectly Developed Man."

"Dynamic Tension" Does It!

Using "Dynamic Tension" only 15 minutes a day in the privacy of your own room you quickly begin to put on muscle, increase your chest size, broaden your back fill out your arms and legs. This easy, NATURAL method will make you a fine specimen of REAL MANHOOD, then you ever dreamed you could be!

You Get Results FAST!

Almost before you realize it, you will notice a general "toning up" of your entire system! You will have more pep, bright eyes, clear head, real power and zip in your step! You get sledge hammer fists, a battering ram punch, chest and back muscles so big they almost split your root seams—edges of solid stomach muscle—mighty legs that never get tired. You’re a New Man!

FREE... My 32-Page Illustrated Book

Net $1.95 or 10¢ — But FREE

Send NOW for my famous book, "Everlasting Health and Strength!" 32 pages, packed with photographs, valuable advice. Shows what Dynamic Tension can do; answers vital questions. Book at a real price for any fellow who wants a better build. Yet I’ll send you a copy absolutely FREE! Just glancing through it may change your whole idea. Rush coupon to me personally.
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